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collapse, since we cannot expect Americans to pay $10.00
for something made in America when they could pay g2.00

Spccittl Guest Coluttiltist to The Eagle Nansletter
NATIONALISM VERSUS TNTERNATIONALISM

A STRUGGLE FOR THE SOUL OF THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE

By Mark Farrell m.f@zoomtown.com

Within the past few years, there has been a
growing struggle within America to return to its
nationalistic roots. ln more recent times, this struggle has
been growing more intense, because people are becoming
increasingly upset with the problems that America,s neo-
internationalism is causing. ln opposition to nationalism, a
neo-conservative cabal has worked concertedly to destroy
America's borders and its sovereignty in both the
Republican and Democrat administrations. They have been
promoting such ideas as the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), the Central American Free Trade
Agreement (CAFTA), the World Trade Organization (WTO),
and the Global Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and
a host of organizations and groups that have essentially
destroyed America's borders and its manufacturing base.

Amid ever-increasing unemployment and under-
employment, people have begun to question the policies
that have been instituted. lncreasingly, more people have
discovered that while we may be able to buy computers and
electrical gadgets cheaper by having them produced
abroad, it also increases our dependence on foreign
nations. ln order for an American-based company to remain
solvent when competing with a foreign-based company
whose goods are produced abroad at a cheaper rate, the
American-based company must also move its company
outside America or it must lower the wages of Americans in
response. Failure to due so will cause the company to

for something made elsewhere.
In another response to outsourcing companies,

.some companies have decided to bring in foreign workers
for cheaper wages. lnvariably, when this occurs, these
companies discriminate against poorer European nations
while typically favoring lndia, China, and Mexico for their
(perceived) more subservient and stoic nature. (lt should
be pointed out that lndia and China both have populations
that exceed 1 billion people-while Mexico has a population
of 500 million-all of whom want to move here amid the 300+
million people already here.) Many of these people from
China, Mexico, and lndia are willing to work for wages that
wouldn't even repay a college loan for an American.
Neither scenario is good for America--whether we
outsource our companies, moving them abroad, or our
labor, bringing them here. As time passes, we watch our
technology-driven society become saturated with
inexpensively foreign-made goods while our dependence
on such becomes ever greater.

As a consequence to these half-witted economical
policies that America has embraced, we as a nation produce
little more than housing, fast-food, carpet, and carpet-
bombs (and a host of other military goods)" A nation that
was once at the forefront of technology; that once produced
televisions galore; that once had a thriving American-based
auto industry; that once had numerous computer-making
and software-making companies here; that once produced
just about everything, America is now reliant on foreign-
nations for nearly all goods. Even farmers are forced to hire
foreign laborers to lower their costs, lest they be forced to
compete against farmers from foreign lands or farmers here
who do hire the foreign labor (with no fear from the
government instituting a crack-down on such illegal,
immoral, and anti-national affairs).

The neo-conservative cabal, whose investments
are tied up in companies whose goals are simply short-term
profit at the expense of this nation itself, are quick to offer
any who criticize its global agenda with explanations filled
with gobbledygook. While the unenlightened may believe
these neo-conservatives who perpetuate their imbecilic-like
logic that conflicts with reality, any person who faces the
difficulty of finding a job quickly discovers that such twisted
logic is fraught with big-words hiding sheer idiocy for
profits. Some have also argued that foreign workers also
suffer from these policies. While we should not be as
concerned about a foreign government,s policies as our
own, it must be also recognized that there may be some
merit to such talk from a humanitarian standpoint.
However, the main concern is simply that there are enough
problems created from these policies here that we should
insist that the neo-conservative cabal,s policies end.

ln the future, when the reign of the aliens who
manipulate our government ends, we should insist on
tariffs to such an extent that it would be cheaper to make
goods here than to buy abroad. We should nationalize any
foreign-based companies. We should say to the hell with
any foreign-trade agreements. And, we should actively

Welcome to our first issue of 2005. This edition includes
more from our columnists, requested by several readers.
Plus, some of you may notice our slightly larger and bolder
print. Please help us by renewing your subscription and by
entering gift subscriptions for friends and colleagues.
We begin with a powertul piece by Mark Farrell.
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NEW HOMELAND SECURITY "COMMISSAR''
GHERTOFF IS TRUE FRIEND OF ISRAEL
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"Michael Chertoff is Bush's Terrorist Task Force

work to stop the influx of foreign'workers and employ the

American peoPle first.
ln summation, only by returning to America's

nationalistic nature can we hope to survive as a nation' lf
we choose any other path, including the one on which we

currently venture as a nation, it will eventually turn America

into an impoverished land, unrecognizable to its former
people and filled with problems experienced only in the
ihird-world. There is nothing wrong with being pro-

nationalistic. However, there is certainly something wrong
with embracing the neo-cons' asinine international
policies. And the high-time is coming when those policies

will be discarded in the trash'heap of history'

Exclusive to The Eugle Newsletter

YOUR NEIGHBOR, THE ANTI-SEMITE
BY YancY Ames

Many people believe that extreme anti-
Jewish opinions are the consequences of bad

personal experiences. That is, if you were personally

screwed over by a Jew sometime in your life, you

have jumped to the quite unjustified conclusion that
all Jews are, therefore, bad. No doubt that sort of
thing does happen, but that really is not the

foundation of most anti-Jewish opinions. lf one

examines the ideological foundations of most anti-
semites, one finds that their anti-semitism arises
from an informed readinq of the Jewish impression
upon 

-h'lstory. 
lt is not infrequent to find hardened

anti-semites who regularly buy from Jewish retailers
because they appreciate the quality of the

merchandise. Thus, the extrapolation from bad
personal experiences simply does not hold up in

most cases. Contrary to the stereotype most anti-

semites are not ignorant, uneducated types' Far

from it. A significant proportion of them have read

very widely. Much of their information comes from
Jewish reference works or from reputable academic

studies. They are not intellectual lightweights, and

they are not arguing from ignorance' lt is

fashionable to dismiss anti-Jewish opinions as

prejudice because it avoids the necessity of
iati-onally examining an alternative, but exceedingly
well documented, interpretation of history' The anti'
semite has great difficulty finding an outlet for his
views. This is not surprising. A well-educated anti-

semite will quickly destroy the stereotype of
psychopathic prejudice if given the opportunity to
present his case. That is whey he is never given the

opportunity. Anti'semitism does not flourish in

public where it can lead to instant career destruction
and social ostracism. But it flourishes behind the

scenes where people can read some shocking, but

very well documented facts on their computer
screens, The anti-semite is not what he seems' He

does not make bombs in his garage or plot to
assassinate his Jewish neighbor. But he does

earnestly desire to make known information of the

kind which might reorient thinking minds to a

problem of which most of them are only vaguely
aware.

boss. Also Chertoff has lots of control within the
FBI and pults many of their strings' He is
responsiblt for rounding up and eliminating all
those pesky dissidents that his lewish tribe hates
so much. Chertoff is a member of a hate group'
He belongs to the ADL, a Jewish political pressure
group linked to organized crime, ...and it's also an
unregistered agencY of Israel."
Ihttp r/home. earthlin k. net/- ns4us/id3 ' html]

See - don't You feel much safer now?

AS THE CHAINS ARE FORGED

Jewish Rep. Tom Lantos eerily hovers over George
Bush, while Secretary of State Colin Powell (right)
looks on. Lantos sponsored-and Bush just
signed-the "GIobal Anti-Semitism Review Act of
2OO4" which Powell's State Department must
obey, turning America into an enforcer of Jewish
power and censorship worldwide. In effect, the
United States has now become a de jure Zionist
state under the authority of Israel.

Regular Guest Colunuist To Tlrc Eogle Nevsletter

A KOSHER INQUISITION?
By Eric Thomson

[Surely Commissar Chertoff will want to aid and abet this latest

atrocity against free expression.l The bandit state of
Zionist Occupied Palestine wants to extradite all
persons who "deny the holocaust", wherever they
may live. This is a one-way program, for lsrael does

not permit jews therein to be extradited to other
countries. Such a deal! The U.S. State Dept.

allegedly agreed to "combat anti-Semitism", as well
as el presidente Bush, who denounced "anti-
Semitism" in a recent speech. Since Arabs are

Semites, does this mean that Bush is pro-Arab?
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Orwell said that tyranny begins with the abuse of
language. The jews are the foremost abusers of
language, since most of them are non-Semites or
non-Arabs. The belief in a Semitic religion like
Judaism, lslam or Ghristianity does not make anyone
a Semite. Clearly, the most anti-Semitic act one can
do is to kill Arabs, so who are the real "anti-
Semites"? lsrael and the USA. The jews are as
much "Semites" as "gays" are happy: they are not!

THE NEW JIHAD: EXPLORING THE GLOBAL
RESURGENCE OF MILITANT ISLAM

by Harrell Rhome. Order hardcopy book edition for $15,
postpaid ($20 outside USA). Understand the forces that now
strike against the Western World Order. Who are they? What
is lslam? Why do they "hate" us? Where could Osama be?

FREE wtrH pato suescRtprott.
HELP US OUT - ALL IT TAKES IS A $2O BILL TO GET

ONE FULL YEAR OF NEWS COMMENTARY.

Exclusive To The Eagle Navsletter

THE FALLEN LION AND THE DOWNED EAGLE
By Yancy Ames

The English once had a "mandate" over Palestine;
the United States are now being a "mandate" over
the entire Middle East. Of course, the problem is not
quite that simple. The English also had considerable
influence in lraq, lran, Egypt and the Gulf states as
well. They gained that position as a consequence of
their victory over the Ottoman Turks in the First
World War (ably assisted by their Arab allied who
they sold out at war's conclusion). The U.S. are now
are not gaining their position as a victor in a real
world war; they are usurping it through an
unprovoked attack based on the most nonsensical of
excuses. Zionist influence at the time of the First
World War was hidden behind the scenes. Balfour
met with Weizmann in private. Today, Wolfowitz
holds an official position in the Dept. of Defense. No
shady deals to create a Jewish "national homeland"
are any longer made; today it is simply taken for
granted that America should fight lsrael's wars.
America's budding empire in Mesopotamia shall not
last. lt probably will collapse even more
ignominiously than Britain's position. The fallen lion
shall be followed by the fallen eagle.
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"The evils oftyranny are rarely seen but by him who resists." John IIay
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ANTI-SEMITIC BACKLASH BEGINS TO FORM IN

RUSSIA: RUSSIAN PEOPLE BEGIN TO RETALIATE
FOR YEARS OF OPPRESSION
By Mark Farrell m.f@zoomtown.com

After decades of being under Jewish oppression, causing
the deaths of 40 million innocent non-Jewish Russians
during peacetime, many non-Jewish people in Russia are
becoming increasingly discontented with Jewish influence.
A long-held anger, which was simmering under the surface
and held in check only by the former Soviet Union
murdering a large portion of the Russian population, is
beginning to express itself. Recently, a rally was held in
Moscow, where several hundred people joined together to
protest Jewish influence in Russian affairs. People openly
held up signs telling Jews to leave. Shortly thereafter,
some Russian teenagers expressed their discontent with
Russian Jews by vandalizing a cemetery, spray-painting
swastikas and the number "88" on Jewish tombstones.
Among the mainstream, while President Putin has assumed
a more moderate position, he nevertheless seems to be
targeting the Jewish oligarchs, such as Mr. Berezovsky and
Mr. Gusinky, to name a couple, who have been working in a
concerted effort to gain control of Russia's media, just as
their counterparts have done in other countries across the
globe. The struggle for the soul of the Russia people is at
hand, with its enemies such as Mr. Satanovsky, head of the
Russian Jewish Congress, working hard to once again take
Russia by the hand on the dark road to Hades. Whether it
will survive Mr. Satanovsky's dark attempt to take Russia by
the hand or to rise above the decadence with which it is
facing is something waiting to be seen, and will forever be
recorded in the Book of Fate.
PICTURES OF JEWISH TOMBSTONES DEFACED IN

RUSSIAN CEMETERY:
www.mos news.com/news/2 0041'l 1 I 231 cemetery.s htm I

wwu/. mos news.com/news/20041 081 20 I cemete ry.shtm I

HOW CONVENIENT! TRAIN-BOMBING FILES ALLEGEDLY
ERASED Madrid 12104. New P.M. RodriguezZapatero says
his predecessors erased all records relating to 3111104

events. Not only that, every file from the previous eight
years was also erased.

HOW CONVENIENT! Part Two
REPORTER WHO LINKED C.I.A. TO 1980'5 DRUG

SMUGGLING FOUND DEAD OF GUNSHOT TO HEAD
Sacramento 12104. Gary Webb, Pulitzer-winning journalist,
died at age 49, an "apparent suicide", though no reasons
were given. Webb won a Pulitzer for 1990s store on Loma
Prieta earthquake. His 1996 series in San Jose Mercury
/Vews said that Nicaraguan drug traffickers sold countless
tons of crack Cocaine to Los Angeles, eventually funneling
millions of dollars to the Nicaraguan Contras.

WAS EINSTEIN A PLAGIARIST? By Lucy Sherriff
A theoretical physicist at the University of Nevada has published
a paper alleging that Einstein did not derive the gravitational field
equations at the heart of the General Theory of Relativiiy, and
might in fact have copied key equations from fellow physicist
David Hilbert.
http://wvw.theregister.co. uk/2004 I 1 1 I 1 5l einstein_relativity/
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A Metaphysical Attd Theological Commenlary On Currettt Events

THE GREAT EARTHQUAKE AND TSUNAMI OF 2OO4

CATACLYSMIC CHANGES ON A COSMIC SCALE
By Harrell Rhome, Ed./Pub.

',You never know when your time is coming. Like birds suddenly caught in a trap, like fish caught up in
a net, we are trapped at some evil moment when we least expect it." Ecclesiastes 9:12

CHANGES ON ALL LEVELS

This dynamic, truly cataclysmic and epic event will be remembered as long as human history is kept and

retold for a number of reasons. Many subtle changes have occurred in addition to the more apparent ones. The

evidence and the results of these more delicate, yet long-lasting changes, will unfold as time (also altered!)

marches on.

CHANGES IN EARTH POSITION

Some like to call God the Prime Mover, a most appropriate name for this cosmic event. The movement of
the tectonic plates was truly earth shattering. The plates were permanently moved. This tremendously powerful

shift not only caused the tsunami, but also led to several other important physical changes. The axis of the earth

was moved, however slightly, as the tectonic plates shifted into a new position. The last great event of this
magnitude was the ultra violent Krakatoa volcanic eruption and subsequent tsunami in an area not far from the

curientdisaster. JudgingbytheforceofthatlSS3tsunami,withitsreportedwallsof 120+feetofwater(the2004
tsunami was 60+ feet), we can assume that the some of the same things, or even more extreme, occurred back

then. The impacted population was incredibly smaller when compared with today. lslands disappeared. Who

knew? There were no seismographs, no atomic clocks, only minimal electronic communications; it took the press

weeks to reach the area and weeks after that before stories really hit the papers. Other than that parts of the world
sky was darkened for weeks and weeks in some instances, few people noticed any difference. Not so today.

CHANGES IN TIME

This most unusual event also created a change, however slight, in the fabric of time. As a result, the atomic
clocks, kept at key points around the globe, must be reset. Had you thought of the movement of time as

irrevocable or uninterruptible? Think again. Do you think that God - or the Prime Cause or the First Principle, or
however you choose to address the matter - do you think that God cannot directly act in history, that is, in time? lf
so, then perhaps you might want to re-think your hypothesis!

GOD IS EXTRAORDINARILY AND POWERFULLY MANIFESTED IN THE CYCLES OF TIME.

While not everyone will agree, this truly cataclysmic event, at least to this old scribbler, seems to prove

this axiom. Think about it.

CHANGES IN THE MAP

All geography books, maps, atlases, and globes are now forever inaccurate. The tsunami had more than

the force of an atomic bomb at several locations. The earth was moved only slightly on its axis, but much more

dramatically on the surface. Numerous small islands in the Bay of Bengal no longer exist. Certain towns and small
cities on existing islands and coastal areas have been completely erased from the surface. Other islands, not to
mention large swaths of coastal areas, have been, in many cases, drastically reshaped. As an example of the
power and severity of this series of events, the entire island of Sumatra, sitting on the Burma Plate, was moved

several feet. Do you feel safe and secure because you don't live near the water? Equally calamitous events can

happen anywhere, anytime. Think about it.

CHANGES IN ANIMALS AND HUMANS

While human bodies were everywhere, only a few dead animals were found, and most of these were
household pets. Wild animals and other animals that spend most of their time out of doors apparently have an

innate sense of warning. Domesticated animals that live closely with humans have largely lost this sense as have
most humans themsetves. Of course, there are exceptions, and soon we will hear reports of premonitions. And,
the intuitional hunches and other forewarnings may be quite subtle. Over the past several weeks, somewhat
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curiously and somewhat spontaneousty, I began three different articles with severe apocalyptic, end-times themes.

(See curient Revisionisf Observer, #19 for one of them.) Was this a portent? Who can really say? All I know is that

I felt more than a litfle bit ,,eerie" when I began to realize what had happened. Here we enter into the realm of

metaphysics and the paranormal. Humans, at least ceftain ones, seem to sense things. lt seems thoroughly

established that animals sense certain things ever more sensitively than do humans. Albert Pike, a nineteenth

century mystic, hypothesized that the higher animals and humans were more alike than not, saying "ln the real

meaning o1 the single thought of dog, all metaphysics will be condensed." I think he was right.

"Nation wilt rise against nation... and there wilt be great earThquakes, and in various places famines and
pesfrTences ; and there witl be terrors and great signs from heaven." St. Luke 21:10'11.

CHANGES IN CULTURE, SOGIETY AND POLITICS

Even where human settlement was not entirely eradicated, the infrastructure is seriously and acutely

damaged. As so many of the victims were children, an entire generation has been decimated. As government

,"rori""= are strainedio the maximum by the disaster, political opposition groups (e'g-, separatists such as in Sri

Lanka with the Tamil Tigers, lslamists all over the area, including those who want to create a pan-lslamic pacific

republic from the Philippines to Southeast Asia, "rightists", "leftists", "Marxists", et al, ad infinitum) and other, as

yet unseen, movements will manifest themselves, for better or for worse. But one thing is certain. Significant

geopoliticai change is on the agenda. This effect includes institutions of all types. They will be challenged more

t'h"n 
"r"t. 

before, ind some, maybe more than a few, will fail. Without a doubt, all systems y[]! change, one way or

another. Full economic recovery will not come for decades. Most of the cultural and societal changes, like the

irrevocable shift of the tectonic plates, are permanent, and their full impact, for better or worse, will not be known

for decades.

CHANGES IN THE AIR - EVIL ON THE RISE!

',A voice was heard in Ramah, wailing and loud lamentation, Rachelweeping for her children;

she refused to be consoled, because they were no more." St. Matthew 2:18.

At least one third of the dead and missing are children. While the actual deaths are sad and unfortunate,

what is happening to some of the survivors is even more appalling and devastating. As soon as the tsunami was

over, it seems that child kidnappers were like wolves with the smell of lambs in the air. And they did what wolves

always do. Curiously, the atrocities began around the same time as the Catholic observance of the Feast of the

Holy lnnocents, commemorating the slaughter of the young boy children by King Herod, hoping to kill the Christ

Chiid. Evil is persistent. Kidnapped children are usually bound for the sex trade. A large portion of national

income is from the tourist trade. While a large part of this is perfectly legitimate, it is no secret that Thailand is a

multi-million dollar world center for sex tourism. Hence, the wolves were already on the edge of the pasture. And

they did what wolves always do. This should make the world clamor for a quick crackdown with hopes of

recovering at least some of the victims, but this doesn't seem to be happening. The Thai authorities surely know

who the kingpins are. World intelligence agencies surely know who is behind the trafficking on the international

scene. W6y is nothing done? Evil is powerful and, let's face it, attractive to more than a few people. Money is

power. Evil has money, and this is their time.

"This is ltheir] hour and the power of darkness." St. Luke 22:53(b)'

CHANGES IN FINANCIAL MATTERS

Some of the points under this heading are obvious, so let's focus on something about which nothinq at all

has been said. Not only will the reconstruction take decades and trillions of dollars, but also tens of billions of

dollars will move through the relief efforts, beginning quickly after the disaster itself. ln the never-ending process

of electronically moving money about the globe, don't you, our dear and well-informed Eagle Newslefter readers,

see that a window of opportunity has opened for the money-moving and the money-laundering crowd? A window

of oppor.tunity has just opened for all kinds of clandestine organizations that will take full and immediate advantage

of this traffic jam on the international monetary lnternet.

CHANGE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT
So then, good readers: The only thing that is ever constant is change' Change is part of life. Life is

change. Change is creation. We are creatures made in the image of the Creator God. Cosmic Creation-Changes

ar" no* in process. ln the storms that always tie ahead, help us, Good Father, to find our places to stand and our

roles to play. Amen.
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Exclusive to The Eagle Newsletter
A CALL FOR UNITY

All the many small groups that make up the "Vast Right
Wing" will never agree on everything. Nevertheless, our
total numbers could be significant and the two dictatorial
parties that control our Nation would be forced to listen if
we could all come together and agree to support just three
issues:
(1.) End all affirmative action programs. (2.) End all
incoming immigration. (3.)End all foreign aid.
These three programs affect all of us, but they especially
damage white males. Affirmative Action programs are
nothing more than State supported discrimination against
Caucasian males. lmmigration only lowers wages and
makes it more difficult for every citizen to get a good job.
Foreign aid costs you as higher taxes and is the root cause
of our current troubles with so-called terrorists; the United
States Governments support of lsrael is mainly in the form
of aid. Lets start a movement to support these three issues.
Spread the word to everyone you know. We can disagree on
all the other issues however if we all come together on
these three, our numbers, voices, and votes will be heard.
Lets get every group, big and small to support this and we
just might get something done.
Thank vou. START THE MOVEMENT!
rightwingbooks@yahoo.com Right Wing Books
P]\lB #l12 {051 G. Brrrancas Ave. Pensacola, FL 32507-3d82

LACK OF REAL MONEY CREATES PROBLEMS
I do not see any reason to trust the dollar, or to trust the
euro, or the pound, or the yen, or the renminbi. All of them
are political promissory notes, issued in unlimited
quantities by governments that want to win elections. In the
last hundred years, all the European currencies that have
joined in the euro have lost between 99% and 100% of their
value. The dollar has lost well over g0%, and the pound
over 98%. They have not been reliable long-term stores of
value, and they are not going to be in the future.
Lord William Rees-Mogg, Strategic lnvestment

MEMORABLE QUOTATIONS

"This destiny does not tire, nor can it be broken, and its
mantle of strength descends upon those in its service."
Francis Parker Yockey, IMPERIUM

"Nationalism is a danger for the Jewish people. Today, as in
all epochs of history, it is proven that Jews cannot live in
powerful states where a high national culture has
developed." THE JEWISH SENTINEL, Chicago, 9-24-36

"lf Tyranny and Oppression come into this land, it will be in
the guise of fighting a foreign enemy" -- James Madison

"We can have peace and security only as long as we band
together to preserve that most priceless possession, our
inheritance of European blood,"
Charles A. Lindbergh, "Aviation, Geography, and Race,"
Reader's Digest, N ov. 1 939

"America is... chiefly responsible for our condition, with its
intrinsic mendacity and unctuous superiority; to me [it is]
the most repugnant of our enemies." Oswald Spengler

"The Americun people love lo be ltumbugged, robbed and
ruled anl love the people who humbug, rob and rule tltent"
P.T. Btrnunt

"The evils oftyranny are rarely seen but by him who resists." John Hay

DEATH TOLL IN FALLUJAH RISING, DOCTORS SAY
lRlN (5 January 2005) FALLUJAH, 4 Jan 2005 (lRlN) - "lt was
really distressing picking up dead bodies from destroyed
homes, especially. lt is the most depressing situation I have
ever been in since the war started," Dr Rafa'ah al-lyssaue,
director of the main hospital in Fallujah city, some 60 km
west of Baghdad, told lRlN. The hospital emergency team
recovered more than 700 bodies from rubble where houses
and shops once stood.
http://electroniclraq.neUnews/1767.shtml flhanks to

rhe@robertedwards3S.fsnet.co.uk for this item.l
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THE MOSSAD EMBLEM
Top: "kee betachbulot ta'ase lecha milchama".
Translation: "By way of deception thou shalt do war."
Bottom: "Ha'Mossad Le'modiein." Translation: "The
institute for the collection of lnformation."
Irnage found on rvrv'w. holylvesternempire.org ]

MOSSAD ROCKED BY INTERNAL CRISIS
Agence France Presse 12115104 JERUSALEM (AFP)
lsrael's spy agency Mossad has been rocked to the core by
an internal crisis that has seen scores of resignations over
the policies of its controversial boss Meir Dagan, according
to a television report. Dagan, a close associate of lsraeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, has come under fire for
Iaunching risky operations abroad, a documentary
broadcast on the private Channel 2 television said. The
documentary, based on interviews with former agency
officials, claimed that relations with the US C.l.A. sharply
deteriorated under Dagan. More than 200 agents, including
seven department heads, resigned in recent months. When
Dagan, a reserye general, took over the agency in October
2002, Mossad turned its sights on international terrorism
with a renewed focus on overseas commando operations.
Israeli press accused him of pushing the fight against
"lslamic terrorism" to the top of its priority list at the
expense of its information collection and analysis.
Referring to operations abroad, the television documentary
highlighted a car bomb attack in Damascus in September
which killed a leading member of Hamas. Both Hamas and
Syria blamed lsrael for the bombing.
Dagan was Sharon's political advisor during his election
campaign and previously served as an anti-terror advisor to
Sharon's main political rival and former Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu. ln 1970, Dagan ran a secret
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commando unit called Rimon, which, according to press
reports, summarily executed Palestinians accused of
carrying out attacks in the lsraeli-occupied Gaza Strip.

BLACK BOXES FOUND AT WTC ! ?
http://www. pnion I i ne.com/dn blog/extra/

WILL BUNCH, PHILA DAILY NEWS CAMPAIGN EXTRA. TWO

men who worked extensively in the wreckage of the World
Trade Center claim they helped federal agents find three of
the four "black boxes" from the jetliners that struck the
towers on 9/11 - contradicting the official account. Both the
independent 9/11 Commission and federal authorities
continue to insist that none of the four devices - a cockpit
voice recorder and flight data recorder from the two planes
- were ever found in the wreckage. But New York City
firefighter Nicholas DeMasi has written in a recent book -
self-published by several Ground Zero workers - that he
escorted federal agents on an all-terrain vehicle in October
2001 and helped them locate three of the four. A volunteer,
Mike Bellone, whose effofts at Ground Zero have been
chronicled in the New York Times and elsewhere, supports
his account. Bellone said assisted DeMasi and the agents
and that saw a device that resembling a "black box" in the
back of the firefighter's ATV. Their story raises the question
of whether there was some type of cover-up at Ground Zero.
Federal aviation officials - blaming the massive devastation
- have said the World Trade Center attacks seem to be the
only major jetliner crashes in which the critical devices
were never located. A footnote to the 9/11 Commission
Report issued this summer flatly states: "The GVRs and
FDRs from American 11 and United 175" - the two planes
that hit the Trade Center - "were not found."

.,WE HATE ISRAEL BECAUSE IT IS A ZIONIST STATE,
NOT A JEWISH STATE." By Jacky Hougi 21 Dec. 04

http://www.maarivintl.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=article&art
iclelD=12070 "We hate lsrael because it is a Zionist state,
not a Jewish state. We will not go there and neither will we
allow are children to go there", Sliman Jaradi, a Jew from
Yemen, has said. Jaradi, who spoke to the "llaf" web site,
said he and several hundred other Jews still living in
Yemen, refused to immigrate to lsrael because they
believed the state had lost its Jewish character. "lsrael has
no religion, Torah or morals. Your daughter is no longer
your daughter, your son is no longer your son, and
everyone does as he pleases. This is no way to run a

Jewish family", he said. According to Jaradi, the Jews in
Yemen have good relations with the Moslems. "We live
adjacent to them and there is no problem. God bless the
president, Ali Abdullah Saleh", he noted. Jaradi added that
the number of delegations who arrived in Yemen in an
attempt to persuade them to come to lsrael has declined in
recent years. "They used to come very often, offering us
money, but we refused to leave our homes", he concluded.

M BtooD RITUAL by Philip de Vier is the
quintessential book on the oldest Cabalistic
ritual murder cult in history. Send $20 for an
autoqraphed copv of this ground-breaking
book; oy vey, such a deal! lf not subscribing,
send $20 postpaid ($26 outside USA.)

FREE WITH YOUR NEW SUBSCRIPTION OR
RENEWAL.

"The evils oftyranny are rarely seen but by him who resists." John Hay

Regular Guest Colunuist To The Eagle Newsletter
YET ANOTHER REASON HITLER WAS HATED:

HE ISSUED DEBT-FREE CURRENCY
By Eric Thomson

Germany's National Socialist government created their
money out of nothing and paid it into existence for public
works. This ended unemployment and the initial money
stimulated all parts of the German economy, since the
workers who were now employed, needed food, ciothing,
shelter and other consumer items. To avoid inflation, the
initial sum was gradually withdrawn from circulation by the
German's central bank, which was owned and run by the
German government. That is why the jews declared war on
Germany in 1933, the year Hitler was elected. ln the 20th

century, the only political leaders who issued debt-free
money were Czar Nicholas ll, Adolf Hitler and John [:.

Kennedy. Jew money is created out of nothing and
BORROWED into existence at interest. Jew money means
national debt for all nations, since every dollar is an l.O.U.
to the jew-banksters, whose control over our money supply
gives them control over our governments. Control by the
jew minority is always deadly to the Gentile majority of any
nation, as the Old Testament Egyptians learned. The U.S.
Federal Reserve, Bank of England, Bank of France, etc. do
not belong to the countries whose names they bear. Since
1945, there have been no nationally owned "national"
banks. They are all in jew hands. Political independence is
only possible with economic independence. For a people to
be free, the alien banksters must go.

DOWN WITH THE ZOG! ORION!
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Special Guest Colunmist to The Eugle Newslelter
THE OIL SHORTAGE AND HIGH OIL PRICES
ARE TOTALLY UNNECESSARY, ANOTHER

,'ESTABLISHMENT" DECEPTION
By Chet Cunningham

Author of Ihe Secref Empire,
Leela Publishing, EarlnLeela2@aol.com

Today no one in the press or media, neither the politicians
nor bankers, nor industrialists, no one, mentions the
solution to the oil shortage, of which they all are well aware.
The fact is that every nation in the world (everyone which
can swing it financially and technically), except the United
States, has now converted over to generating most of their
electricity from nuclear power. All the European nations,
even Switzerland (which has always been the envy of other
European nations for their cheap, abundant hydroelectric
power) have now converted over predominantly to nuclear
power. But the United States, where the technique of
nuclear power generation was invented and developed, is
the only major nation that still relies on fossil fuels for
generating most of our electricity. Because nuclear-
generated electricity is so vastly cheaper, this puts the U.S.
economy at a great competitive disadvantage.

The ongoing U.S. attacks against lran for allegedly trying to
build atomic bombs, ignores the fact that lran and Russia
insist that lran only wants to build atomic power plants.
lran, one of the largest oil producers in the world, is trying
to convert over to nuclear generation of electricity, because
that is even cheaper than producing its own abundant oil.
We were deceived into abandoning our nuclear power
program by a phony propaganda campaign that spread a lot
of total lies about the dangers of nuclear power generation.
The farce at the Three-Mile lsland nuclear plant was
ciiefully arranged, staged and ballyhooed by the press and
media to convince the American public that nuclear power
plants can easily blow up in a mushroom cloud like an atom
bomb. The nuclear experts all knew better, but were
muzzled. President Jimmy Carter, who had been the
captain of a nuclear submarine and also knew better,
walked right through the crippled Three-Mile lsland plant
before they could stop him, demonstrating that he knew
thai all that mushroom-cloud nonsense was garbage. The
Chernobyl explosion in the Ukraine has since been proven
sabotirge. lt was not a nuclear explosion, but a
cr>nventional explosion that lofted radioactive material into
th,? air. We should re-activate all those nuclear plants that
were shul down many years ago.

Why did we abandon our nuclear power program in the first
place? Who was behind that deception of the U.S. public?
Donrestic U.S. oil companies have benefited from higher oil
prices. But it rvas the giant international oil companies that
have benefited most by the seizure of lraqi oil and designs
on lranian and other Middle Eastern Arab oil, The lsraelis
also benefited from armed U.S. intervention against Arab
nations. lt could be that the anti-nuclear-power drive was
also paft of the ongoing, long-range program to de-
industrialize the United States.

I',OLUNTEER KEYPUNCHERS NEEDED
We have a lot of material (other writers, not me) that could

benefit many - if it were in Microsoft Word form. Your
devoted ed/pub is only one guy, and I can't do everything.
Volunteers would be edified by the material itself and be an
important link in gefting it in a publishable format.
E-mail EagleNewsTips@aol.com for more details.
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Alex Linder, VNN
POB 101
Kirksville, MO 63501

A DEMOCRACY IS ALWAYS TEMPORARY IN
NATURE...

ln 1787, Alexander Tyler, a Scottish history
professor at the University of Edinburgh, had
this to s2ry p[6uf "The Fall of The Athenian
Republic" some 2,000 years prior.

A democracy is always temporary in nature; it
simply cannot exist as a permanent form of
government. A democracy will continue to exist
up until the time that voters discover that they
can vote themselves generous gifts from the
public treasury. From that moment on, the
majority always votes for the candidates who
promise the most benefits from the public
treasury, with the result that every democracy
will finally collapse due to loose fiscal policy,
(which is) always followed by a dictatorship. ...
The average age of the world's greatest
civilizations from the beginning of history has
been about 200 years. During those 200 years,
these nations always progressed through the
following sequence:

* From Bondage to spiritualfaith;
* From spiritualfaith to great courage;
* From courage to liberty;
* From liberty to abundance;
* From abundance to complacency;
* From complacency to apathy;
* From apathy to dependence;
* From dependence back into bondage.
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